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The Lost Countdown widget is a widget that will run a countdown that runs until the next episode of the LOST series airs. The air-date is presumed to be Feb-08-2008, the first wednesday of February. The user can enter the air-date of their choice (to use the default air-date when the widget is installed) or enter the air-date of an episode that doesn't air
yet. The user can also make the countdown run from the current time. You can use any word or expression in the air-date and the time you enter here will be modified accordingly. Press "ESC" to close the widget. Changelog: Version 1.4 (may 28th, 2008): - A bug was fixed so that the counter will run from the user entered air-date. - A major bug was

fixed so that the widget will not crash on the second installation. - Made the widget compatible with the latest versions of Firefox and IE. - Added instructions for changing the theme. - Added a link to the LOST webpage for the latest air-dates. Version 1.3 (March 14th, 2007): - Made the countdown button pressable. - Added a "Stop Countdown" button.
- Added an option to turn the countdown on/off. - Added a link to the LOST web page for the latest air-dates. - Added an option to show the air-date in the widget. - Added an option to show the air-date in the widget. - Added a link to a page where you can get the air-dates of all of the LOST seasons. - Added a link to a page where you can get the air-

dates of all of the LOST seasons. Version 1.2 (March 10th, 2007): - A bug was fixed so that the widget will not crash if no value is entered. - A bug was fixed so that the widget will not crash if no air-date is entered. Version 1.1 (March 7th, 2007): - Removed the widget logo from the widget and changed the button text to "Countdown" and the link to the
website to the Lost Countdown website. - The widget will no longer close if the user clicks anywhere in the widget. - The widget will no longer close if the user switches away from the widget. - The air-date and time can be entered in
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---Into the virtual world of a LOST 4-part season. This will help you keep track of the countdown and check to see if the show is already being aired. Timing: ---One minute per weekday. Ex: every weekday you can expect a minute of something LOST. OS: ---Mozilla Installation: ---Download and unzip the addon ---Place the countdown.xpi file in your
addon folder. Updates: ---Use Extensions Manager to update --- Credits: ---Timing is based on a script written by Albe86. ---Timer is based on a script by TheColt ---Fonts are provided by Kestrel ---Screenshot is from the official Lost site ---Map is provided by guest24hrs ---Jpg images are provided by Quicktime ---Template is based on /webapps/lost

---Screenshots are provided by Pivot ---Timers are based on a script by nlabboy **IMPORTANT NOTE** Our addon needs to be installed through the Mozilla Add-ons Manager. It is installed on a user's computer, and is accessible to the user in the form of an icon in the toolbar, regardless of user permissions. Also, you must have downloaded the media
in order to see it. If you don't have the extension manager, you can get it at: *** Sorry for the long post, I didn't want to be lazy and try to write a simple post. This is kind of a creative move for us to allow others to add their own custom content. We are always willing to listen to ideas, but we do have a few restrictions. For now, we're going to leave it this

way and have fun with it. Please don't give me too many suggestions. Please don't spam the list with ideas and comments. I like to read them, but they tend to distract me from working on my project, which is currently suffering as I lack a skilled designer. Please don't criticize us for the designs we've done for now. Most of them are just rough ideas.
Thank you in advance. This add-on lets you to see when the Lost show is starting on various channels and it's split into 1d6a3396d6
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* Version 0.1.1 - The total time is displayed in seconds. * Version 0.1.2 - Updated to include the 4 season countdown * Version 0.1.3 - Now animates - New visual design and interface Copyright (c)2008, Team Lost Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions: The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN
NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
SOFTWARE. License: Copyright (c)2008, Team Lost Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions: The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

What's New in the?

Countdown to the start of the Lost episodes! The Lost countdown widget, as seen in License: Attribution-Noncommercial-No DerivativeWorks 3.0 Unported Source: This file originally from the package "handy-scraps", made available under the GNU General Public License. History: 27-Dec-2007 - Moved into the archive. 13-Dec-2007 - Moved to
Hawaii.edu. 17-Sep-2007 - Added the ability to change the location of the countdown timer. 19-Jun-2007 - Fixed a few minor bugs. 21-Jun-2007 - Added a way to show/hide the site on start. 29-May-2007 - Removed the useless copyright header. 25-May-2007 - Added the ability to display the site name. 19-May-2007 - Updated the saved data part of the
text file so the month doesn't have to be loaded. 17-May-2007 - Switched to using the jPlayer for the music, because it works better. 15-May-2007 - The widget now displays the starting date for the countdown. 29-Apr-2007 - The saved data part of the file now only has a line for the current site if a line for the monthly site hasn't been saved yet.
17-Apr-2007 - Started using the wm_player_add_artist() function to add artists to the playlist, which allows the jPlayer to play many different songs at once. 19-Apr-2007 - Made the widget automatically switch to the background every 20 seconds, otherwise you'd see black. 10-Apr-2007 - Made it so you can use the widget on the most popular homepage
sites, like Hawaii.edu. 24-Mar-2007 - Added the option to display the site name when the widget starts. 10-Mar-2007 - Made it so you can choose a different color for the countdown. 08-Mar-2007 - Added a handy html::link to the src page. 20-Feb-2007 - Added a new option to display the date in either 12 or 24 hour format. 19-Feb-2007 - Fixed a bug
that caused the site to keep the same number of songs as the previous time you opened the widget. 16-Feb-2007 - Added a logo for the site. 11-Feb-2007 - The widget now loads more quickly.
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System Requirements For Lost Countdown:

Supported OS: Windows 8.1 (32bit/64bit) Gamepad and Keyboard: Only the following Logitech and Microsoft gamepads and keyboards are supported for the game: Logitech G27/G29 Gamepad Microsoft Sidewinder X6 (Bumper only) / X9 Keyboard Microsoft Sidewinder Elite Keyboard Microsoft Natural Ergonomic Keyboard 4000 (Bumper only)
Microsoft Natural Ergonomic Keyboard 6000 (Bumper only) Microsoft Natural Ergonomic 4000
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